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Calvin Harris, Michael Buble and UB40.
Lyrically the song tells of being in a
relationship that’s more complicated than it
needs be, whilst trying to focus on the reason
you both got together – love.

And the single
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“With an organic, anti-overproduction
disposition, River Child encapsulates all that
made the Greenwich Village scene an
ironically booming success in the 1960s”
- For Folk’s Sake
“There’s a great soulful feel to River Child’s
music” - Baylen Leonard / Amazing Radio
“Oasis and Paul Weller at their laidback best”
– R2 Mag
“Fantastic, we like this a lot”
– BBC Introducing
Following the release of his debut Lone City
Lights, which received warm support from
For Folk’s Sake, BBC Introducing, R2
Mag, Amazing Radio and more, singersongwriter River Child comes with the single
Just Need Your Love – a country tinged
composition, resplendent in 50s-style echo,
distant
tinkling
ivories and tasty
twang.
With
a
name
inspired by a Jimi
Hendrix album lying
around his room,
Hertfordshire born
River Child has had
a busy year writing
new material for his upcoming debut album
alongside various radio and TV interviews,
sessions and gigging throughout London and
the surrounding area.
Just Need Your Love is produced by Ian
Wallman, who has worked with the likes of

While growing up River Child would listen
attentively to his father playing a mix of guitar
styles ranging from Jimi Hendrix style blues
and Dylan through to classical guitar pieces.
Eventually an inspired River Child picked up
the guitar himself. Initially motivated by
mainstream Britpop artists like Oasis and The
Verve, he soon gravitated towards more
folk/acoustic influences as his song-writing
took off, gaining inspiration from artists like
Neil Young and Simon & Garfunkel for his
composition whilst Van Morrison and Paul
Simon shaped his vocal style.
Although always soaking up the creativity in
the world around him - be it art, film theatre or
music, River Child has also had as stint in
the ring as a boxer. However, focusing on
music now acts as his main outlet.
For information on upcoming gigs from River
Child and other news please visit his
website.
Relevant Links:
www.riverchildmusic.com
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